Abstract : We present and study a modelling framework for the evolution of credit spreads. The credit spreads associated with a given rating follow a multidimensional jump-diffusion process while the movements from a given rating to another one are modelled by a continuous time Markov chain with a stochastic generator. This allows for a comprehensive modelling of risky bond price dynamics and includes as special features the approaches of Jarrow, Lando and Turnbull (1997) , Longstaff and Schwartz (1995 and Kan (1996) 2 . The main appealing feature is the ability to get explicit pricing formulas for credit spreads, thus allowing easier implementation and calibration. We present examples based on market data and some empirical assessment of our model specification with historical time series.
Introduction
This paper presents a modelling framework for the evolution of the credit risk spreads which are driven by an underlying credit migration process plus some multidimensional jump-diffusion process 3 . This framework is appropriate for pricing credit derivatives such as risky bonds, default swaps, spread options, insurance against downgrading etc. These instruments therefore have payoffs that depend on various things such as default events, credit spreads and realised credit ratings. It is also possible to look for the effect of default or downgrading on the pricing of convertible bonds, bonds with call features, interest rate or currency swaps.
In order to design a model that can fulfil the above objectives it is necessary to consider the evolution of the risk free interest rates and of the credit spreads. In this analysis we will concentrate on developing a model for credit spreads, which can be coupled with any standard model for the risk free term structure such as Ho-Lee (1986) , Hull-White (1990) or Heath, Jarrow and Morton (1992) . To simplify the analysis we impose the restriction that the evolution of the credit spreads is independent of the interest rates 4 .
Typically, the credit spread for a specific risky bond exhibits both a jump and a continuous component. The jump part may reflect credit migration and default, i.e. a discontinuous change of credit quality. Meanwhile, credit spreads also exhibit continuous variation so that the spread on a bond of a given credit rating may change even if the riskless rates remain constant. This may be due to continuous changes in credit quality, stochastic variations in risk premia (for bearing default risk) and liquidity effects. 3 We rely on hazard-rate models ; this allows to handle a wide variety of dynamics for credit spreads in a tractable way. The so-called structural approaches where default is modelled as the first hitting time of some barrier by the process of assets' value leads to some practical difficulties. It may be cumbersome to specify endogenously the barrier, to handle jumps in credit spreads or non zero-short spreads (see Duffie and Lando (1998) for a discussion). 4 Our analysis can be expanded when there is some correlation between credit ratings and riskless rates. We have simply to assume that r s E s ( ) ( ) + Λ , where E is a square matrix with unit elements, has constant eigenvectors ; see further. We consider a model that takes into account these two effects. In that sense, it is a natural extension of the Jarrow, Lando and Turnbull (1997, JLT thereafter) model where the spreads for a given rating are constant and of models like Longstaff and Schwartz (1995) , Duffie and Kan (1996) where the credit spread follows a diffusion or a jump-diffusion process. A similar model is also presented in Lando (1998) 5 . In this framework, it is possible to get some explicit pricing formulas for the prices of risky bonds. Duffie and Singleton (1998) propose a related model, but in their approach, simulation of the credit rating is required. In these Markovian models, the credit spreads and risk neutral default probabilities are uniquely determined by the state variables, some of them being discrete, i.e. credit ratings and following a Markov chain, while the others follow jump-diffusion processes. In addition, the credit spreads depends on the recovery rate in the event of default, that will be assumed to be constant for the sake of simplification 6 .
As usual, calibration to market data is an important issue. It is simplified since we deal with explicit pricing formulas but still have the problem that market data can be sparse and there are a relatively large number of unknown parameters. We adopt a Bayesian approach where the prior is provided by historical information on credit migration and is marginally modified to fit prices of coupon bonds across different credit classes observed in the market. Thus, we are able to estimate a risk-neutral process. The inputs into the calibration algorithm are the prices of coupon bonds observed in the market across different credit classes and historical information on credit migration. The model can be used as a powerful stripping algorithm to generate yield curves consistently across asset classes by imposing an underlying economic structure. This is particularly useful in markets with sparse data.
In section 2, we present Markovian models of credit spreads dynamics. We start from the standard textbook example, where the credit spread is constant up to default-time.
This model can be extended to allow credit spreads to be piece-wise constant as in JLT. We also present a state space extension of this model, in order to take into account credit rating time dependency (see Moody's (1997) ). This allows a firm that has been recently upgraded to be assigned an upward trend and to therefore exhibit a lower credit spread than a firm with the same credit rating that has been recently downgraded. The previous models can be extended by considering a stochastic generator of the Markov chain, that depends on other state variables; in order to keep tractability, we consider a special family of generators where only the eigenvalues are stochastic. This framework allows explicit computation of credit spreads.
In section 3, we focus on implementation issues. We present a calibration algorithm in the JLT framework and provide some examples of fitted curves. In the more general model where the credit spreads have a diffusion component, we discuss calibration to bond prices, look for the dimension required to explain the credit spreads and consider the modelling assumption that the eigenvectors of the generator remain constant through time.
Section 4 describes the conclusions.
Modelling the credit spreads
In this section, we consider some approaches to the modelling of credit spreads, starting from the simplest case and developing the model in order to incorporate more realistic features of the dynamics of credit spreads.
One may first consider a model where there are only two states, default and no default. A risky discount bond promises to pay 1 unit at maturity T if there is no default ; in the event of default, the bond pays a constant recovery rate (δ) at maturity T 7 . Let us denote by v t T ( , ) the price at time t of this risky bond, B t T ( , ) the price of the risk free bond, and q t T ( , ) the (risk-neutral) probability of default before time T as seen from time t. It is assumed that the default event is independent of the level of interest rates. This leads to the standard equation :
Equivalently, the implied risk-neutral default probabilities are given by:
In this framework, the first time to default can be represented by the first jump of some non homogeneous Poisson process. This simple model is useful for pricing default swaps. To be practical, it requires the knowledge of the prices of risky zero coupon bonds issued by the counterparty on which the default swap is based, whose maturities equal the payment dates of the default swaps. This approach may be difficult to implement since a given counterparty has usually only a few outstanding coupon bonds traded and so it is not possible to know the prices of the risky zero coupon bonds directly. 7 There are several standard ways to model the recovery. We follow here the presentation of JLT where in case of default, the holder of the risky bond receives a fraction δ of the riskless bond (with the same maturity). In , the recovery rate has a different meaning since, in case of default, the holder of a risky bond receives a fraction of the value just prior to default. At last, the holder of the risky bond may receive a fraction of par in case of default. The consequences of these assumptions are discussed below.
To be able to get over this requirement, one can make an important economic assumption such as "all firms in the same credit rating are on the same risky yield curve". This allows us to take into account bonds issued by different firms in the same risky class as if there were a single issuer.
Instead of using a standard stripping procedure that deals with bonds within each credit class separately, we may look in greater detail at the changes in credit quality that lead to default. This more structural modelling approach will guarantee that the different risky curves will be consistently estimated ; moreover, it will be possible to use information coming from bonds in different credit classes to build up the risky curves.
The simplest model that considered only two possible states, default and no default can be expanded by introducing more states, such as credit ratings. The state dynamics can be represented by a continuous, time-homogenous Markov chain on a finite state space,
. This means that there are a finite number of possible states (K) and that being in a given state gives all the information relevant in the pricing of structures involving credit risk. In this modelling, the probability to go from one state to another depends only on the two states themselves (the so-called Markov property) and is assumed to be independent of time (time homogeneity). Such a model has been introduced by JLT and for the paper to be self contained, we briefly recall their presentation.
The first state is the best credit quality and the ( ) K − 1 state the worst (before default). The ( ) K state represents default, which is an absorbing state and provides a payment of δ at maturity. 8 Once in this state, we impose the simplifying assumption that there is no chance of moving to a higher state, i.e. for the bankrupted firm to recover. For the purposes of the present paper, we will consider the states in the model to be equivalent to credit ratings although we emphasise that other descriptions are possible.
The transition matrices for any period from t to T, ( ) 
where Λ is the generator matrix Λ and is assumed to be diagonalisable 9 (i.e.
where D is a diagonal matrix) 10 ; the previous expression can be computed as :
where the diagonal terms in D and the columns of Σ represent respectively the eigenvalues and (right) eigenvectors of Λ 11 . Most importantly, we see the generator matrix now defines all possible default probabilities.
The generator matrix is the continuous time analogue of a discrete time, finite state transition matrix. It describes the evolution of the Markov chain during an infinitely small time period dt .
8 For a coupon bond the assumption is that in the case of default the holder receives δ at maturity and δ×coupon at each coupon payment date. 9 It is possible to consider transition matrices which do not admit generator matrices, which may not be diagonalisable and transition matrices which admit a generator which is not diagonalisable. This model thus restricts to tractable transition matrices.
10 JLT allow for some time dependence in Λ , while keeping it deterministic. 11 Since the rows of Λ sum up to zero, the unit vector is a right eigenvector of Λ associated to 
The probability of going from state i to state j ( ) i j ≠ between the dates t and t dt + is λ ij dt . The probability of staying in state i is 1 − λ ii dt . The transition matrix over a small period dt is I dt + Λ (I is the K K × identity matrix).
In the modelling framework some extra constraints are imposed on the generator matrix used to ensure that the evolution of the credit spreads is appropriate. These constraints are summarised below.
1) The transition probabilities are non-negative :
2) The sum of transition probabilities from any state is unity :
3) The last state (default) is absorbing :
4) A state i+1 is always more risky than a state i :
Using the previous properties, it is possible to write more explicitly the probabilities of default. If we denote respectively by σ ij and σ ij the i,j elements of Σ and Σ −1 , and by d j the eigenvalues of Λ, we can obtain :
12 This can readily be shown by noting that ( )
13 Let us remark that some eigenvalues may be complex
cycles in the default probabilities. As a by-product, we notice that
We can now express the price of a risky zero-coupon bond, ( ) ν i t t h , , + Λ , of any maturity h for any credit class i according to equation (1) which we re-write:
( ) v t t h B t t h q t t h q t t h i iK iK
( ,
As can be seen from the previous equation the credit spread for any given risky class and given maturity remains constant. The only changes in credit spreads occur when there are changes in credit ratings.
Though we have emphasised on the use of credit ratings to represent the state space some other approach can be used as detailed below. Credit ratings can exhibit memory in that a firm that has been recently upgraded is in an upward trend and therefore exhibits a lower credit spread than a firm with the same credit rating that has been recently downgraded.
should stay in [ ] 0 1 , . Indeed, a stochastic matrix has a spectral radius equal to one (see Horn and Johnson (1985) , p. 493). Since the eigenvalues of the generator are obtained as logarithms of the eigenvalues of the transition matrix, we get ( )
More can be said about the eigenvalues of Q t T ( , ) : Though this matrix is not positive nor irreducible (due to the absorbing state), we can show that 1 ( = exp 0 ) is a simple (algebraically) eigenvalue and that all other eigenvalues have modulus strictly smaller than 1. Moreover, the second eigenvalue (in modulus),
shares similar properties to the first one ; it is real, simple, associated to a non negative right eigenvector and all further eigenvalues have smaller modulus.
Proof : Firstly, the matrix Q t T ( , ) can be written as
; for sufficiently large T,
has positive coefficients, meaning that all credit ratings are strongly connected (every rating is attainable with positive probability, whatever the initial rating).
and Perron theorem applies for In order to illustrate these ideas, we have calibrated both Markovian and pseudo nonMarkovian models to the same set of data. Tables 2a and 2b show calibrated generator matrices for the general and pseudo non-Markovian models, using US bank data with ratings AAA, A and BBB. Note that in the non-Markovian model, it is not possible to migration from BBB to A -or from AAA to A + . Up to now the credit spread for a given credit rating class has been assumed nonstochastic and therefore the credit spread for a given credit class is constant. As market participants are constantly exposed to ever changing market conditions they require different compensation in order to bear default risk. An intuitive interpretation would be that the risk premia are stochastic. A more realistic model would be for the credit spread to move even if the credit rating does not change. We will show that this credit spread volatility can be modelled by introducing a random generator matrix ( ) Λ t as follows :
where U t ( ) follows some scalar jump-diffusion process. Let us notice that in this modelling framework, the eigenvectors of the generator ( ) Λ t remain unchanged. This allows to get some simple expressions of the conditional probabilities to default :
Further simplifications arise when the computation of the Laplace transform of Let us remark that the short spreads are of the form :
They are thus proportional to U t ( ) which can for example be taken as a square root process to guarantee that the credit spreads are positive.
We now deal with a model where the credit spreads associated to a given rating are stochastic. However, movements in credit spreads across rating classes are perfectly correlated which is not supported by empirical evidence.
The model can be easily expanded in order to get more complex dynamics of the credit spreads by assuming that the stochastic generator ( ) Λ t is of the form :
15 Where E t denotes conditional expectation.
where
is a diagonal matrix such that the vector of non positive eigenvalues d t ( ) follows a K − dimensional jump-diffusion process 17, 18 . The transition probabilities may be computed as :
The short spreads take the form : , are deterministic functions. 16 We know that the Laplace transform is defined on an interval including 0 ; Thus the
( )
Re d j must belong to this interval for the q t T iK ( , ) to be well defined. 17 This model also appears in Lando (1998) ; in Duffie-Singleton (1998) , the K K − × − 1 1 matrix governing the transitions between credit ratings (excluding default) is constant. The last column of ( ) Λ t governing transition to default can be made more general. Since the eigenvectors of ( ) Λ t are no more constant, numerical simulation of transition times is required to get the default probabilities. 18 An interesting special case arises when D t ( ) is deterministic. We then get a non homogeneous Markov chain that can be seen as an extension of the non homogeneous Poisson model that is often used to calibrate separately risky yield curves, and as a tractable modification of the non homogeneous
It is important to note that analytical tractability comes from the explicit computation of the terms E d s ds
This question is addressed for instance in Duffie-Kan (1996) , and thus we can allow for jumps in the d t ( ) and keep exponential affine form for the previous quantities. In that case, the prices of zero-coupon bonds appear as linear combinations of exponential affine terms. Practically, it means that we can handle jumps in credit spreads, even if the credit rating remains unchanged.
The knowledge of the matrix Q t T These former payoffs share the property such that the associated pricing formula is proportional to the payoff itself whatever the payment dates.
The model degenerates when there are only two states in the Markov chain (default and no default) to the Longstaff and Schwartz (1995) or Duffie and Kan (1996) type models where the credit spread follows a diffusion or a jump-diffusion model.
Let us remark that the model can quickly be expanded in various ways while keeping analytical tractability. One way is to consider both stochastic recovery rates δ ( ) t in the form of and correlation between riskless interest rates and default events. We can start from the general representation of the price of the risky bond ( ) 
Model implementation.
The simplest approaches to the pricing of structures involving credit risk makes few modelling assumptions, but needs a lot of input market prices. More structured approaches based on the dynamics of credit ratings can be implemented even when the observed market provides only sparse data.
We first present the calibration of the model with constant generator, from observed risky bond prices of different maturities and credit ratings, and from an historical 19 By pricing formula, we mean the price expressed as a function of the current state. See Darolles and Laurent (1998) for a more systematic use of eigenvectors of pricing operators. 20 Another way to deal with correlated interest rates and credit risk is to make use of the forward measure. The price of the risky bond can be written as if interest rates where not correlated with default risk, provided that the expectations are taken under the forward measure Q T : generator matrix. We then examine the implementation issues when the generator of the Markov chain is itself stochastic.
Model with constant generator
For risky bond pricing, the effective use of the model requires the estimation of default probabilities. We want the model to be both able to match observed market prices of risky bonds and be similar to historical data on transition probabilities provided by ratings agencies. We will denote by Λ hist a generator estimated from historical data 22 (see Table 1a ). The next step is a calibration procedure to estimate a generator matrix Λ. In order to perform a stable calibration we use both current bond prices and historical transition probabilities Λ hist .
The price of a bond
in credit class i can be expressed as :
where ( ) A least squares optimisation can be used to calibrate the model as shown,
22 A historical generator matrix can be easily computed from a historical transition matrix. The rating agencies do not reproduce historical generator matrices directly. 23 Once the matrix of eigenvectors Σ is fixed, the eigenvalues d k must satisfy the following linear
. The extra constraints take the same form :
. Thus, the eigenvalues must belong to a closed convex cone.
where we minimise the deviation between the model and market prices while keeping the generator matrix close to historical data. Normally the calibrated Λ is not very different form the historical Λ hist . This is a desirable property of the calibration procedure because it implies risk premia close to one. The term This has nice consequences when we consider the spectra of the estimated generator Λ . In the general case the spectra of Λ may not be real (since Λ is not a symmetric matrix). However, it happens that the historical generator provided by Moody's has a real spectra with disjoint eigenvalues. It can be shown that there is exists a neighbourhood (for instance in the sense of the norm distance introduced before) such that all matrices in it have real and distinct eigenvalues 25 .
Other kinds of matching procedures may be used ; one of particular interest consists in looking for :
where α is a positive number. A standard result in matrix algebra indeed states that two matrices with distinct eigenvalues commute if and only if they share the same eigenvectors. Thus our penalty term does not constrain the eigenvalues of the estimated matrix, while keeping the eigenvectors close to their historical counterparts.
One may use matrix norms that lead to fast numerical computations. 24 Of Hilbert-Schmidt type. 25 The reason for this is the continuity of the roots of the characteristic polynomial with respect to its coefficients plus the fact that complex roots are conjugate. In other words the space of matrices with distinct real eigenvalues is an open subspace of the space of matrices. This guarantees in turn that our estimated generators, that are close to the historical one, have real eigenvalues. Now, why Moody's generator has real eigenvalues ? It is very close to a diagonal matrix since the most likely event by far is to remain in the same rating. Moreover, the eigenvalues are likely to be distinct, since the space of real matrices with multiple eigenvalues has a zero-measure. From before, it is not surprising that Moody's generator has real and distinct eigenvalues.
If the number of bonds is relatively large compared to the number of parameters then the bond prices will probably not be matched exactly. However, since the number of independent parameters 26 in the generator matrix is (K-1) 2 , it is likely that the number of bonds is considerably smaller than this. This means that there may be more than one solution to the calibration. By using historical data, our procedure will give a solution that is close to the historical one.
The model has been calibrated on data from the US telecommunications industry covering all ratings from CCC to AAA. Table 1a and 1b show the historical generator matrix estimated from Moody's data and the generator matrix calibrated to the market prices.
Let us emphasise that we have been able to use all prices of bonds, including bonds with different ratings, to estimate jointly the risky term structures. 27 We are also guaranteed that a more risky curve will be above a less risky curve 28 . It is even possible, due to the richness of the default dynamics, to estimate risky curves with no or very few price observations within this risky class (of course, such a result should be treated with caution). Although 49 parameters may seem like a lot, quite a large number of bonds have been used in the estimation procedure and we are now able to derive thousands of default probabilities (corresponding to different current ratings and different time horizons).
26 This is due to the fact that the bottom row is identically zero and each row sums to zero. 27 Unlike the usual stripping procedure.
28 Provided that λ λ (see JLT or Anderson (1991) ) and that the recovery rate does not depend on credit rating prior to default. We have also performed the calibration over time for many days of bond data. Figure   5 provides estimated credit spread curves for AAA and BBB ratings. The period includes the Asian crisis. We can see that long-term BBB bonds are very affected by the crisis while short-term BBB bonds are not. AAA bonds are almost unaffected, even showing a decreasing tendency illustrating a "flight to quality". This means that the sensitivity to some state variables might be opposite reflecting portfolio rebalancing between high and low quality bonds. As we have seen, a model with constant generator is appropriate to strip risky bonds.
However, it will clearly lead to inappropriate bond option prices or options on credit spreads, since spreads are constant unless the credit rating changes. The model with stochastic premia better accounts for the dynamics of credit spreads. We will now discuss about estimation of the dynamics of the underlying processes, the dimensionality required and specification assessment of our modelling assumption.
Firstly, we intend to show that cross-calibration of the dynamics of the underlying diffusion processes from only risky bond prices is almost impossible and that some bond option prices are required for such a task.
If we consider (as in the example considered before) that the factors ( ) f t follow some multidimensional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, then we obtain the constant generator case by letting
Let us assume that we try to estimate the unknown parameters, A B C M , , , ,Σ from some standard cross calibration on observed bond prices procedure. We may think of minimising a least square distance between the theoretical and observed prices. Since we get obtain almost perfect calibration with a constant generator, this implies that an iterative calibration algorithm starting from the estimated constant generator will not move any further.
There is not a unique solution to the calibration problem. The parameters A,B,C have only some small influence of the shape of the risky yield curves and a rather wide range of parameters are likely to fit the risky bond prices. In other words, the information in risky bonds is too poor to properly estimate such parameters and extra prices more sensitive to the parameters 29 would be useful.
On the other hand, it is possible to get very good fit to bond prices for a variety of parameters. In particular, the constant generator model can provide good estimates of short term spreads (provided that we have included short term bonds in the estimation sample). Figure 4 shows that a reasonable range for short-term spreads obtained by a smooth model for risky curves is narrow.
The short spreads can be written as ( We know that the dynamics of the short spreads under the historical probability may
be different from what it is under its risk-neutral counterpart. But since there are equivalent and if we assume second order stationarity of f t ( ) under the historical probability, we can get an idea of the number of factors required (provided it is less than K) through a simple PCA. The first three factors explain 99 % of the total variance and their dynamics is presented in Figure B .
At last, we can try to check the key assumption of the constancy of the eigenvectors. Figure C shows that this indicator is small (less than 0.08 whatever t and t') suggesting that the eigenvectors vary only by a small amount over time.
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Λ is taken as the spectral norm of the matrix Λ which corresponds to the uniform norm of the linear operator associated to Λ . It is equal to the square root of the largest eigenvalue of t ΛΛ .
Conclusions
We have described a general model for the evolution of credit spreads that may account for the memory observed in the changes in credit ratings. The model involves a jump component for sudden changes in the credit spread that result from a change in the credit rating of the issuer or default and a jump-diffusion component arising from the variability of the eigenvalues of the generator. Due to the analytical expressions of credit spreads, it is rather easy to implement the model. We have explored the dimension required to get an appropriate fit to the dynamics of credit spreads. We have also provided empirical evidence justifying the main modelling assumption, i.e. the constancy of the eigenvectors of the generator.
This model allows us to price default swaps with arbitrary payment dates, asset swaps taking into account credit risk and more complex kinds of derivative structures, such as payments contingent on a change of rating. The x-axis is in days ; The PCA has been performed on the levels on the eigenvalues assuming second order stationarity.
